
Member Of European Parliament Labels COVID Vaccine Coercion “Worst Crime
Ever Committed on Humanity”

Description

EU: “This vaccine campaign will go down as the biggest scandal in medical history”

In a speech in the European Parliament earlier this month, German MP Christine Anderson 
described the coercion of people into taking COVID vaccines as the “biggest crime ever 
committed on humanity.”

“This vaccine campaign will go down as the biggest scandal in medical history,” Anderson declared,
adding “moreover, it will be known as the biggest crime ever committed on humanity.”

Yup and I meant every word if it! https://t.co/Pk4QS7eM2V

— Christine Anderson (@AndersonAfDMdEP) July 25, 2022

The MEP was addressing mass flight cancellations and staff shortages in airports and on planes,
asserting that while it is claimed the situation stems from companies not hiring back enough staff after
the pandemic, the real reason is that pilots and other staff have refused to get vaccinated.

Anderson further warned that “unscrupulous globalist elites” have used the pandemic for their own
ends, asking “What in God’s name have they done with this?”

Addressing “each and every elected representative of people in every western democracy,” Anderson
asked “What have you done?”

“You didn’t do your job, and do not tell me you didn’t know,” Anderson further asserted, adding “it is
your job to protect the people that you were elected by.”
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She continued, “There is so much coming to light, all of the adverse side effects, numerous studiesnow
available, on foetal disfigurements… genetic defects of babies born to women who gotvaccinated.”

“What in the hell is going on here?” Anderson urged, vowing “We will do all we can to make sure this is
brought to light and ensure the rights of the people to be protected.”

Watch:

Watch the full 1hr 30min event here:

Anderson previously made headlines for slamming the “political elite” for imposing vaccines and
vaccine passports using “extortion and manipulation”.

Anderson stated that “In the entire history of mankind there has never been a political elite sincerely
concerned about the wellbeing of regular people. What makes any of us think that it is different now?”

Must Watch Very Powerful.

“In the entire history of mankind there has never been a political elite sincerely concerned
about the wellbeing of regular people. What makes any of us think that it is different now. –
Christine Anderson European Parliament.” pic.twitter.com/oSVYzg81p5

— Sikh For Truth (@SikhForTruth) October 29, 2021
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